iOFFICE
HUMMINGBIRD
CREATING WORKPLACES
THAT UPLIFT THE
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD was designed with your workforce in mind.
This whitepaper will provide you with:
An overview about how organizations like yours can benefit from
certain employee experience applications
The latest trends in Activity-Based Working
An introduction to iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD
An insider’s look at a customer’s use of HUMMINGBIRD and its
transformational power in the workplace
Leverage for your current FM platform and tech stack to quickly
make the transition to the digital workplace

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF ACTIVITY-BASED WORKING (ABW)
Today, employees from startups to Fortune 100 companies are creating spaces, processes and technical support
for a trend known as Activity-Based Working (ABW). ABW recognizes that throughout the day people’s tasks and
the spaces they need to perform them in, change. According to The Wall Street Journal, the one size fits all office
space doesn’t work for anyone – whether it’s an isolated corner office for an executive who longs to feel more
connected to his or her workforce or the middle of the bullpen where employee proximity supports collaboration
but distracts from focused work. Employees of every stature need workspaces that reflect their individual tasks as
well as the culture of the company.
According to a Gallup poll, U.S. employee engagement at work has remained stagnant over the last several
years at only 32%,1 and companies with highly engaged workforces outperform their peers by 147%2 in
earnings per share. Smart companies have effectively tackled the customer experience; smarter companies will
now master the employee experience.
Gallup polls found that 68% of workers were either not engaged or actively disengaged. In fact, 1 in 3 workers
would give up a raise to feel more connected to the bigger purpose of their organization. Worse still, according
to research from office furniture manufacturer Steelcase, many employees feel that the democratized open floor
plan is implemented as an effort to cut costs, remove private offices and eliminate privacy altogether3. While
inaccurate, the message the employee may be receiving is: my company puts profits over my productivity. The
War for Talent is raging and the talent is winning – by leaving.

The workspace is the most tangible example of
how leadership values the workforce.
The ABW trend requires that astute business leaders, corporate real estate executives, digital workplace
strategists and facilities managers prepare their workplaces appropriately. Employees need the technology
platforms, mobile tools and physical workspaces that reflect their changing job requirements and flexible work
styles. Whether you work in a structured office environment or an open ABW setting, the employee experience is
of tantamount importance. The workspace needs to be flexible and easily accessible to the employee in order to
be his or her most productive selves at work.
¹ http://www.gallup.com/poll/188144/employee-engagement-stagnant-2015.aspx
2

http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/163130/employee-engagement-drives-growth.aspx

3

https://info.steelcase.com/global-employee-engagement-workplace-report#introduction
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WHAT IF EMPLOYEES COULD EASILY...
FIND PEOPLE, SPACES, EVENTS & INFORMATION
Employees need and want self-service access to find people, teams, projects and neighborhoods. HUMMINGBIRD
connects your workforce with the vital information and crucial tools they need to get the job done and unite with
your workplace culture.

RESERVE SPACES ON-THE-FLY OR IN THE FUTURE
With HUMMINGBIRD, your employees can effortlessly find and book the perfect space for their most critical tasks
– meetings, private calls, focused work, quick collaboration or even a nap.

REQUEST SERVICES
Faster response rates, increased employee satisfaction and improved communication are just a few reasons
companies choose HUMMINGBIRD to improve life at work. It provides your employees with a simple gateway to
request services regardless of the department fulfilling the order.

RECEIVE GUESTS, SERVICES & PACKAGES
HUMMINGBIRD lets you create processes that make visitors feel welcome, employees feel safe, and packages
arrive to their proper destination all through mobile tools that make the experience fast and flawless. It’s the
beautiful UX design that keeps the office humming.

Analyst firm Verdantix calls it
“THE Employee Experience Layer for Any IWMS.”
MEET HUMMINGBIRD
iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD is unlike any other employee experience solution because it “hovers” above your
existing IWMS infrastructure. Leveraging your current tech stack and the data it produces, you can create an
employee-centric workspace by giving employees the tools they need to work most efficiently. With iOFFICE
HUMMINGBIRD, you can choose from a variety of carefully crafted employee experience solutions that are
designed to make your workplace as flexible and productive as your workers.
Like the hummingbird gathers nectar, iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD collects real-time data and insights from the
typical actions of employees and how they naturally work, gathers that data in your current HR, IT, ERP and other
technologies and creates analytics through its unique Insights Module. Now, you can take intelligent action in line
with your employees’ needs, all while gaining keen insights to plan for the future.

Your current workplace technology environment may look like
a combination of various systems:
>

HR

>

IWMS / CAFM

>

Help Desk

>

ERP

>

Building Automation

>

Reservations

>

IT

>

Energy Optimization

>

Sensors/Beacons

Some of them may be performing well, some may be underperforming, some may be siloed and some may be
connected. Regardless, many of them have valuable data that could be leveraged by employees to do their
jobs better.
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EMPLOYEES IN THE DIGITAL WORKPLACE
HUMMINGBIRD’s Employee Experience solutions address four key actions that employees take on any given day
as they engage the workspace: FIND, RESERVE, REQUEST, RECEIVE. HUMMINGBIRD gives employees the perfect
balance of DIY and concierge-level working to do the important work they need to complete by democratizing
data and empowering employees with the information and mobile tools they need to thrive.

FIND: Employees, through the course of their day, need to find vital information, people, teams, projects
and neighborhoods. Whether that information is stored in a directory, kiosk, server or reservation system,
employees need self-service access to find their peers. This can be made more challenging in work environments
with flexible workers, hot desking protocols or mobile workers. Equally, assets from scanners to coffee makers,
to office furniture and computers to nap pods and parking spots, when readily available, turn workers into
loyal and productive employees. These are the crucial tools needed to get the job done and connect to the
workplace culture. Finally, employees need to efficiently find the events and space they need from any office or
personal mobile device. Meetings that start late, or don’t happen at all, cost employers millions of dollars in lost
worker productivity annually1. At the heart of finding the people, places and things that employees need most
is wayfinding. Now you can guide employees to the ease of Google Maps to everything they require while
collecting data on every movement and utilization data point associated with it. With iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD,
you can connect important information systems like Weather, News, Calendars, HR systems and any IWMS or
CAFM Platform, and put them at the employee’s fingertips from any laptop, kiosk or mobile device.

RESERVE: Employee planning equals employee productivity. So the employee’s ability to reserve spaces, dates,
times and send invitations to participants is vital to his/her workday. Connecting the HR, IWMS, Reservation
and Calendar systems ensures that everyone is plugged into the reserved spaces and times. Now, these reserved
spaces can connect with sensors and beacons, so even if a meeting is canceled or no one shows up, rooms can
revert to “available” status to empower other employees to find their best space. Additionally, data collected via
HUMMINGBIRD, with no additional effort, can help digital workplace leaders determine just how valuable any
given space is. Leveraging this investment in IoT ensures that spaces can be re-envisioned for new uses in the
future that accurately reflect the activity-based working habits of the workforce.

REQUEST: Regardless of how efficiently your workspace operates, service issues arise. Employees need a
simple gateway to request service, regardless of the department fulfilling the request. HUMMINGBIRD can connect
these systems to ensure that the employee experience is optimal and accessed through a single view. Conversely,
many HUMMINGBIRD customers report that this correlation between systems leads to faster response rates,
increased employee satisfaction and the ability for FM teams to more easily communicate the status of services
requests through email, Slack and other platforms.

RECEIVE: Two critical areas that impact employees from the external are visitors and packages. Companies
and staff alike need to safely and efficiently process guests and make them feel instantly welcome. With
HUMMINGBIRD, you can create processes that allow visitors to check in at a tablet kiosk upon arrival, instantly
print a security badge, access wayfinding on the lobby kiosk directly to the meeting destination and notify the host
that their guest has arrived. Likewise, although most traditional mail is now digitized and shared electronically, to
support a mobile workforce, a system to receive and track packages is a must. HUMMINGBIRD offers a process
that ensures packages are properly received and routed to recipients in a timely, trackable format.

¹ http://www.businessinsider.com/37-billion-is-lost-every-year-on-these-meeting-mistakes-2014-4
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HOW IT FLIES
HUMMINGBIRD is named after the most efficient bird on earth. It’s designed for speed, its intuitive power of
connection and data gathering power. It utilizes the iOFFICE proprietary plug-in and REST API allowing your
AutoCAD or Revit drawings to easily upload into the iOFFICE Space module from your current FM platform or the
iOFFICE IWMS. When floor plans are updated for operational use, they are instantly enabled to support
enhanced visualization for employee apps and deeper intelligence on space use. iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD
connects your HR systems, IWMS, Active Directory, IoT and room scheduling systems to bring your people and
space in perfect alignment. Finally, you can put the most incredible employee experience solutions like interactive
wayfinding, hoteling and ABW into your employees’ hands.

Operational Systems

Employee

IWMS

HR

ERP

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

IT

CALENDAR

RESERVATIONS

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE APPS
That natural connection means you can give employees access to tools and
services they need most to thrive:
>

Wayfinding

>

IoT

>

Visitor Management

>

Reservations

>

Wellbeing

>

Data & Analytics

>

Digital Signage

>

Service Request

iOFFICE offers a wide array of employee experiences apps via HUMMINGBIRD and also taps an extensive
partner network through the iOFFICE MARKETPLACE, to bring the optimal workplace to life through one elegant
platform.

HUMMINGBIRD’S INSIGHTS MODULE
Once connected, you can instantly begin collecting real-time data through HUMMINGBIRD’s Insights Module
in an infinite loop of employee usage and real-time responsive feedback. iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD connects
your HR systems, IWMS, Active Directory and room scheduling systems. Then, it captures critical data from your
operational systems like floor maps, the location of spaces or people, scheduled meetings and news, and makes
it available for employees to FIND, RESERVE, REQUEST and RECEIVE information through apps made available
from commonly used devices, like mobile and kiosks and collaboration tools, like Slack.
This infinite loop between facilities data and employee action funnels data into FM solutions, sensors and IoT
platforms, generating data points that feedback into operations in real-time and ensures that spaces actually learn
from how employees use them.
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HUMMINGBIRD

USE CASE

HUMMINGBIRD IN
ACTION

GOAL:
When this Fortune 500 healthcare company wanted to create an employeecentric digital workplace for their new 528,000 sq. ft. facility, they turned to
iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD. The executive team needed it to reflect its culture of
excellence and offer its workforce tools and solutions that provided:
A user-friendly interface for customers to increase usage
Mobile apps and engagement
Exceptional real-time data analytics
Business intelligence tools and insights for future strategic planning
Ability to replicate success at other offices
Working together with the Customer and their outsourced CRE provider, iOFFICE established a feed from the
current space management software to access floor plans and HR data. Using iOFFICE’s proprietary open
REST API and plug-ins, the Customer easily connected their IWMS to the iOFFICE Reservation, Mail, Visitor and
Interactive Wayfinding solutions to provide a seamless employee experience. By creating a strategic data usage
plan, choosing the right tech tools, and combining floor plans, HR, IT and Finance applications, the Customer was
able to unite these systems with no disruption and analyze the data through one comprehensive platform.

RESULTS:
Since implementing iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD in their new workspace, the Customer has enjoyed a seamless work
experience by offering critical mobile apps and hot desking to employees. Operationally, the team now easily
creates HR reconciliation reports and measures TCO by floor plan all while experiencing faster response times. As
a result, the Facilities Management department is seen as the go-to source for metrics and data analytics, and the
RE Division has been surpassing employee experience expectations in regular surveys.
In the future, this dynamic healthcare company will expand these solutions to all major locations across the
globe to ensure a unified experience throughout the organization. In addition, they are looking to incorporate
intelligence into the process by integrating their smart lighting and energy optimization platforms. These
integrations will provide real-time data to the employee-facing apps so they can effectively engage the workspace
and provide deeper insights to leadership and create a platform for continuous improvement.
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WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD?
iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD is a revolutionary step forward in employee experience and digital workplace design
and operation. With HUMMINGBIRD, iOFFICE reimagined how the digital workplace could support the employee
experience while using it to create the best work environments that learn to improve themselves. iOFFICE has
worked for the past 15 years fine-tuning its digital workplace offerings so that organizations can have the most
intuitive and customizable solutions that work for dynamic businesses around the world.
With iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD, organizations can immediately gain business value through rapid deployment.
Because HUMMINGBIRD hovers over existing FM software, there’s no need for costly and disruptive solutions
that make organizations start from scratch. With HUMMINGBIRD, businesses rapidly improve the experience of
their employees while leveraging their deep investments in the workplace. This translates to an immediate gain in
business value because HUMMINGBIRD can be up and running in no time, and with a 30-day cancellation policy,
there’s everything to gain and nothing to lose.
Furthermore, since HUMMINGBIRD exists on top of already existing IWMS solutions, this allows businesses to
chose which employee experience solutions their organization will benefit from the most. This highly customizable
and unique user experience allows for out of the box solutions that can only come from the ability to choose
solutions that make sense for your workplace. Whether you want a sleek new visitor system that allows visitors
to check-in automatically and then find their destination effortlessly with wayfinding or you need a way to easily
book conference rooms and utilize that data to modify your space, HUMMINGBIRD has you covered.
Finally, iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD gathers your workplace data so when you’re ready to move on to bigger and
better things, you can utilize that data and the HUMMINGBIRD modules to make your next move an effortless
experience. Since all of your workplace data updates in real-time, you’ll always have an accurate measure of your
workplace needs.

CONCLUSION:
With iOFFICE HUMMINGBIRD, you can look forward to a comprehensive and customizable digital workplace
solution that dramatically enhances every employee’s experience. It’s time to leverage your investments in IoT
collaborations to take intelligent action. Now you can finally make decisions in line with your employees’ needs
and generate greater employee satisfaction while helping you plan for the future. With HUMMINGBIRD you’ll
experience:
Flexible licensing for unlimited users
30-day cancellation policy
Already have an active CAFM or IWMS? Now you
can easily connect to your tech stack with no need
to “rip and replace” or wait for integrations and
upgrades.
One monthly fee for only the services and support
you need for each site license
Just plug-in and get started

WWW.iOFFICECORP.COM
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